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We demonstrate here the development of a non-invasive optical forward-scattering system, called ‘scatterometer’ for rapid identification of
bacterial colonies. The system is based on the concept that variations in refractive indices and size, relative to the arrangement of cells in bacterial colonies growing on a semi-solid agar surface will generate different forward-scattering patterns. A 1.2–1.5 mm colony size for a 1 mm
laser beam and brain heart infusion agar as substrate were used as fixed variables. The current study is focused on exploring identification of
Listeria monocytogenes and other Listeria species exploiting the known differences in their phenotypic characters. Using diffraction theory,
we could model the scattering patterns and explain the appearance of radial spokes and the rings seen in the scattering images of L. monocytogenes. Further, we have also demonstrated development of a suitable software for the extraction of the features (scalar values) calculated
from images of the scattering patterns using Zernike moment invariants and principal component analysis and were grouped using K-means
clustering. We achieved 91–100% accuracy in detecting different species. It was also observed that substrate variations affect the scattering
patterns of Listeria. Finally, a database was constructed based on the scattering patterns from 108 different strains belonging to six species of
Listeria. The overall system proved to be simple, non-invasive and virtually reagent-less and has the potential for automated user-friendly application for detection and differentiation of L. monocytogenes and other Listeria species colonies grown on agar plates within 5–10 min analysis
time.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Over the past few years there has been increasing interest in
non-invasive light-scattering technologies for studying and/or
detecting bacterial cells (Fratamico et al., 1998; Kaye, 1998;
Perkins and Squirrell, 2000). Light-scattering instruments like
surface plasmon resonance (SPR), flow cytometry, etc., have
enabled the study of various biological molecules (Leidberg et
al., 1983; Shapiro, 2003) and have been a commercial success.
Laser spectroscopic techniques for rapid detection of bacte-
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rial spores have become very popular non-conventional method
(Scully et al., 2002; Hybl et al., 2003).
Polarized differential light scattering as a practical means for
characterization of microorganisms has been investigated for
bacterial cells in suspension (Wyatt, 1969; Wyatt and Phillips,
1972; Perkins and Squirrell, 2000; Bronk et al., 2001). From
the angular variation in the scattered light pattern, information
about the bacterial size, shape, internal structure and refractive index, has been determined for identification of Salmonella
typhimurium, Escherichia coli (Salzman et al., 1982) and
Staphylococcus epidermidis (Stull, 1972). However, there are
challenges associated with bacteria in suspension, such as purity
of cultures and arrangement of cells (often in chains or clusters). The orientations of and distances between cells change
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of a scatterometer. Inset: photograph of a typical
plate (BHI) with Listeria colonies.
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2. Materials and methods
2.1. Bacterial cultures

The bacterial cultures (108) used in this study are listed in
Table 1 (see Supplementary material). They were grown in brain
heart infusion (BHI; Difco, Sparks, MD) broth for 18–24 h at
37 ◦ C for subsequent plating on BHI agar plates. Identity of
the cultures was confirmed by ribotyping using an automated
Riboprinter® (Qualicon, Willmington, DE). L. monocytogenes
ATCC 23074 transformed with pNF8, a GFP-encoding plasmid
was obtained from Dr. B.M. Applegate, Purdue University, for
confocal microscopy.
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with time. However, a colony on a solid surface such as agar
is more stable and its optical response could be modeled with
scalar diffraction theory.
We used light scattering as a potential non-invasive optical sensor to identify bacterial colonies on agar plates without
the need for further sample processing or preparation. A bacterial colony results from an exponential multiplication of a
single cell on a nutrient agar surface forming in a characteristic dome-shaped structure. The pattern of scattered light is
dependent on the properties of the scatterer including refractive index, size, shape and chemical composition of the colony.
The optical back-scattering method is widely used for wafer
inspection and for studying biological cells (Hielscher et al.,
1997; Kim et al., 2002), but it did not produce reproducible
results with bacterial colonies in our investigation (Nebeker et
al., 2001). Conversely, optical forward-scattering yielded reproducible scattering patterns with colonies of E. coli and also
Listeria species, and thus was used in further experiments (Guo,
2004).
Since we observed some unique distinguishable features
associated with the patterns of Listeria spp., we focused our
studies primarily on the species belonging to genus Listeria and
investigated the scatterometer’s ability to distinguish them.
The genus Listeria is comprised of six species; L. monocytogenes, L. innocua, L. welshimeri, L. ivanovii, L. seeligeri,
and L. grayi. They are Gram-positive, rod-shaped, measuring
about 0.5–1 m × 1–2 m and produce dome-shaped colonies.
L. monocytogenes is the only member known to be pathogenic
to humans, with a high mortality rate in immuno-suppressed
populations, and to cause abortion in pregnant women (VazquezBoland et al., 2001). L. ivanovii is also pathogenic but infects
ruminants.
The conventional detection methods based on biochemical,
serological or DNA/RNA characterization involves additional
steps of sample enrichment in a liquid medium, plating on selective agar media to obtain single colonies, and use of special
reagents for DNA isolation and PCR. All these methods take
about 3–5 days to get confirmatory results and are labor intensive. PCR-based methods though faster is highly dependent
on efficient DNA isolation and also is limited by its accuracy in detecting live bacterial cells, leading to false positive
identification (Hitchins, 1998; Jaradat et al., 2002). In recent
years, biosensor tools have been used with improved sensitivity but involve multisteps, and some cases these technologies
are unable to differentiate live from dead cells (Ivnitski et al.,
1999; Bhunia and Lathrop, 2003; Ligler et al., 2003; Geng et
al., 2004).
Thus, the major objectives of this study were: (1) to build a
scatterometer based on the principle of forward light scattering
for bacteria on the solid surface; (2) to investigate the ability of
this system to differentiate Listeria colonies belonging to different species grown on the surface of agar plates; (3) modeling of
the scatter patterns; (4) development of an image analysis tool.
Overall, in this paper we propose the development of an efficient,
non-invasive, reagent-less, user-friendly biosensing instrumentation with automated image analysis tool for rapid identification
of live bacteria.
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2.2. Preparation of bacterial plates for light-scattering
experiments
The culture dilutions were plated on the surface of BHI agar
plate (100 mm × 15 mm), so as to obtain 20–30 colonies per
plate and were incubated at 37 ◦ C for 24–36 h or until the diameter of the colony reached approximately 1–1.5 mm (Fig. 1, inset).
Since the growth rate is different for different species, the size
was used as a fixed parameter. The thickness of the colony (along
the optical axis), was typically around 0.1–0.3 cm as measured
from the surface profile data obtained by laser triangulation
probe (Microtrak II Laser Displacement Sensor System, MTI
instruments Inc., Albany, NY). A total of 2149 scatter images
were acquired from 108 different strains belonging to six species
of Listeria. On an average of 20 images were obtained per strain,
from the colonies growing in two or three different plates.
2.3. Scatterometer
The scatterometer system was built on an optical breadboard
for precise and stable positioning of the optical components
(Fig. 1) and to provide vibration free base. The system included:
a laser diode of 635-nm wavelength; a Petri-plate holder; a detec-
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tion plane; a digital camera to acquire the scattering images. The
laser, the Petri-plate holder, and the detection plane were placed
sequentially on the optical path (Y-axis) of the laser beam. The
distance from the Petri-plate holder to the laser was 100 mm,
and to the detection plane was 300 mm. The laser generates a
collimated beam on the order of 1 mm diameter (at the 1/e2
irradiance points) that is directed through the center of the bacterial colony and through the substrate of bacterial agar medium.
While a fraction of the laser beam was fully transmitted through
the substrate and bacterial colony, another fraction was scattered in the forward direction (at relatively small angles to the
transmitted beam). The forward-scattered and transmitted light
formed the scattering patterns of the bacterial colonies on the
detection plane (8 in. × 10 in. white board) and was captured
with a digital camera.

the wavelength, k the wavenumber, z the distance from the object
plane to the image plane, and θ is the angle between r01 and z. We
approximated the above equation based on diffraction theory and
validity criteria (Goodman, 1996; Warner and Hirleman, 1997)
as
 
eikz j(k/2z)(x2 +y2 )
2
2
U(x, y) =
U  (ξ, η) ei(k/2z)(ξ +η )
e
iλz
Σ

2.4. Microscopy

2.6. Image analysis by Zernike moment features

L. monocytogenes ATCC 23074 pNF8, a GFP-expressing
strain was used for confocal microscopy. The culture was
grown on BHI agar containing 50 g ml−1 erythromycin until
the colony size was about 0.2 mm. A confocal microscopic
(MRC1024, Bio-Rad) image of a whole single colony of GFPexpressing L. monocytogenes excited at 488 nm was taken at
10× and analyzed using the confocal assistant (Version 4.02).
Cryo-scanning electron microscopy for the intact colonies of
L. monocytogenes ATCC 19113 and L. innocua F4248 was carried out to understand the arrangement of the cells in a colony.
For the methods and the pictures please see Supplementary
material.

It was clear from the typical images of Listeria that, owing
to the circular shapes of the bacterial scattering patterns, the
use of Zernike moment invariants, which are unique tools to
capture information on circular patterns, was a good choice
for feature-extraction and differentiation of species. Therefore,
the high-resolution original images were initially downsized to
300-by-300 and the circular scattering patterns were centered in
the middle. After performing adaptive histogram equalization
(adapthisteq function in Matlab® ) on the downsized images,
Zernike moment invariants of up to 20th order were calculated
from them (a total of 120 features). Zernike moments are represented by a set of complex polynomials, which form a complete
orthogonal set over the interior of a circle (i.e., x2 + y2 = 1):
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The bottom of the Petri-plate was considered as the object plane
for this purpose (Fig. 2). When an incident beam passes through
a series of physical objects, the wave front modification was
obtained by multiplying the amplitude and phase modulation
caused by each independent object.

2.5. Modeling of scattering patterns using diffraction
theory
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The confocal microscopic images were used to develop
an understanding of the microstructure of the colonies. This
allowed diffraction theory to be applied to compute the scattering pattern of GFP-L. monocytogenes and simulate unique
features such as the rings and radial spokes. Based on the optical theory, the diffraction pattern in the image plane is the Fourier
transform of the object plane (Fig. 2) as
 
1
exp(ikr01 )
U(P0 ) =
U(P1 )
cos θ ds
(1)
iλ Σ
r01

Au

where P1 denotes a point on the object plane, P0 a point on the
image plane, r01 the distance from the object to image plane, λ

Vnm (x, y) = Vnm (r, θ) = Rnm (r) ejmθ

(3)

where r is the length of a vector from the origin to an (x, y)
pixel, θ the angle between vector r and the x-axis in the counterclockwise direction, n a non-negative integer, |m| is less than
or equal to n subject to the constraint of n − |m| being an even
number, and
Rnm (r) =

(n−|m|)/2

s=0

(−1)s (n − s)!
r n−2s
s!(((n + |m|)/2) − s)!
× (((n − |m|)/2) − s)!

(4)

Rnm (r) is the radial polynomial.
A Zernike moment (Khotanzad and Hong, 1990; Liao and
Pawlak, 1998; Mukundan et al., 2001; Mukundan, 2004) of order

Fig. 2. (A) Coordinates for object plane and image plane and (B) Gaussian beam incident on types of region η and ξ: object planes; P1 : point on the object plane;
P0 : object on the image plane; r01 : distance from the object to the image plane; z: distance from the object plane to the image plane; θ: angle between r0 and z; x and
y: coordinates for the image plane.
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n with repetition m for a digital image function f(x, y) that vanishes outside the unit circle is defined by (asterisk “*” indicates
conjugate of a complex number):
x2 + y 2 ≤ 1

2.7. Effect of different agar media on Listeria scattering
patterns

co

3. Results

3.1. Optical forward-scattering analysis of Listeria
colonies on agar plate
The representative scattering patterns of L. monocytogenes
ATCC 19113, L. ivanovii ATCC19119, L. innocua F4248, L.
seeligeri LA15, L. welshimeri ATCC 35897 and L. grayi Lm37
are shown in Fig. 3. A total of 17 different strains of L. innocua,
12 of L. ivanovii, 5 of L. seeligeri, 3 of L. welshimeri, 2 of
L. grayi, and 69 of L. monocytogenes were tested and their
scattering patterns were collected. For each species, a representative strain was picked and its analysis is demonstrated here.
By comparing the scattering patterns of six cultures of six different species (Fig. 3), each culture could be easily distinguished.
The visual analysis of the image revealed unique features; bright
center spot, concentric rings, radial spokes, and diffusive spot
with various half-angle.

rs

Under rotation, the orientation angle of a Zernike moment
changes but its magnitude remains unchanged. Therefore, the
magnitudes of Zernike moments |Znm | can be used as rotationinvariant features. To compute the Zernike moments of a given
image, the center of the image is taken as the origin and pixel
coordinates are mapped to the range of the unit circle. Those
pixels falling outside the unit circle are not used.
Our analysis consisted of using PCA as a dimensionality
reduction tool on the Zernike moment invariant features and also
as an initial grouping of the data. K-means clustering was then
used to reach the final classification rate. Image pre-processing,
Zernike moment invariants, and K-means clustering were all
performed using the Matlab® software (The MathWorks Inc.,
Natick, MA). Principal component analysis was done using
CytoSpecTM (developed by Valeri Patsekin, Cytometry Labs,
Purdue University).
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(5)
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n + 1 
∗
f (x, y)Vnm
(r, θ) dx dy,
π x y

(LRA); buffered Listeria enrichment agar (BLEA); polymyxin
B–acriflavin–lithium chloride–ceftazidime–aesculin–mannitol
(PALCAM) agar. PALCAM contains aesculin (the sugar component reducing to black pigment) to differentiate bacterial
colonies. We prepared this medium by omitting aesculin which
may otherwise affect the scattering. The antimicrobial supplements acriflavin, cyclohexamide and nalidixic acid were
added to each medium as recommended by the US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) (Hitchins, 1998). Scattering patterns obtained for colonies from different media were then
grouped using the developed software.
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L. monocytogenes ATCC 19113 was chosen for growth on
different substrates. Nutrient media included brain heart infusion
agar (BHIA; Difco); tryptic soy agar (TSA; Difco) and selective (with antimicrobial agents) agar media: Listeria repair agar

Fig. 3. Scattering-images of representative Listeria species: (A) L. monocytogenes ATCC19113; (B) L. ivanovii ATCC19119; (C) L. innocua F4248; (D) L. seeligeri
LA-15; (E) L. welshimeri ATCC35897; (F) L. grayi LM37.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of scattering patterns from experiment with simulation: (A) confocal microscopy image of L. monocytogenes pNF8 (GFP-producing strain); (B)
modeling using two different radii of curvature R1 and R2 ; explaining the two-stage curvature on the colony surface; (C) simulated image with two-stage curvature
including radial spoke phase modulation; (D) scattering image for L. monocytogenes pNF8 colony.

3.2. Simulation of the forward-scattering pattern using
diffraction theory
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The biological or microscopic findings were applied in
diffraction theory in order to explain the characteristics observed
in the scattering patterns. Based on the scattering patterns shown
in Fig. 3, the most distinctive characteristics are circular rings,
radial spokes and diffuse spots. Physical observation of the
colony and optical theory were matched as closely as possible
to regenerate the scattering pattern.
L. monocytogenes ATCC 23074 pNF8, a GFP-producing
strain was chosen to determine the cross-sectional arrangement
of the cells under confocal microscopy, which showed center
area and outer annulus with a fuzzy radial feature (Fig. 4A), The
one-dimensional orthogonal view of the image also showed core
and outer area, which we have modeled with a different effective
focal lengths (Fig. 4B). Here we assumed that the edge region
was of zero radial extent and that the core region of the colony
was a spherical surface with a certain radius of curvature. The
colony thickness was about 0.1 mm at the center with a transmission coefficient of t1 = 0.8 for the colony and t2 = 0.97 for the
agar area. In this case, the incident beam amplitude distribution
was modulated simply by a circular phase object. Comparison
of a scattering experiment and a two-dimensional diffraction
pattern computed for z = 300 mm is demonstrated in Fig. 4C
and D. The scattering pattern of L. monocytogenes (Fig. 4D)
shows a number of ring patterns with a brighter ring in the cen-

ter region and outward radial spokes. We assumed that the radial
spokes are produced by phase modulation with some radial features in the object plane. According to cryo-SEM images (see
Supplementary material Fig. 7) there are no microscopic cracks
on the surface of the bacterial colony. However, confocal microscopic image of L. monocytogenes (Fig. 4A) revealed some kind
of obvious radial features. When this type of phase modulation
was considered in scalar diffraction theory, radial spokes could
be regenerated through diffraction calculation (Fig. 4C). Most
of the scattering patterns observed had either a ring or a central
spot. The radial spokes were observed only in the species of L.
monocytogenes.
3.3. Image analysis
We obtained a total of 108 different strains of Listeria belonging to six different species (Table 1, see Supplementary material). Our database consisted of 2149 images. Previously, we
demonstrated the capability of our system in identifying and
grouping Listeria species based on their pathogenic potential
(Bayraktar et al., 2006). Here, as part of our software development, we tried to effectively group each of the species and to
understand the degree of reproducibility and sensitivity of both
the scatterometer and the software. Our targeted approach was
towards developing a Listeria scattering database. As part of our
initial analysis, we calculated the feature vectors for 89 images
and determined the principal components from these vectors.
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Fig. 5. Principal component analysis (PCA) of forward light-scattering images using cross-products of all Zernike moment invariant features extracted from different
Listeria spp. (A) and strains of L. monocytogenes and L. innocua (B). Data for a total of 89 images are shown representing 15–18 images per strain for panel (A).
Data for a total of 68 images are shown (panel (B)).
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3.4. Inﬂuence of different growth media on the listerial
scattering patterns
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Changes in the metabolic properties of the bacterial cells
lead to changes in the physiological composition of the bacteria
and thus the colony. Since our proposition was related to the
physiological differences in the colony leading to varied scattering patterns, we demonstrated by growing L. monocytogenes
ATCC 19113 in different selective and non-selective media. A
total of 52 images were used for this analysis (Fig. 6). The
well-separated clusters verify our observations that scattering
patterns are indeed influenced by growth substrate. The analysis
also demonstrates its potential to distinguish small physiological
differences.
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Our feature matrix was 89 × 120 (each column was a specific
order Zernike moment and each row was an image and all 120
Zernike moment up to the 20th order-features were used). The
first and the third principal components of the images are plotted
and different species (and strains) have been marked by different colors (Fig. 5), which are well separated. K-means algorithm
gave 100% classification accuracy for L. ivanovii, L. grayi, L.
welshimeri and L. monocytogenes. The accuracy was 94% for
L. seeligeri and 91% for L. innocua, due to an outlier element
(Fig. 5A). Since, L. monocytogenes and L. innocua are closely
related in their genome sequences and cell structure (Lan et al.,
2000; Glaser et al., 2001; Buchrieser et al., 2003; Johnson et
al., 2004), one of the strains of L. innocua (F4248) was grouped
distinctively while some strains had overlapping patterns with
L. monocytogenes (Fig. 5B).
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4. Discussion

Fig. 6. Principal component analysis (PCA) of forward light-scattering images
of L. monocytogenes ATCC 19113 grown on different agar surfaces, using
covariance of all Zernike moment invariant features. Data for a total of 52 images
are shown. TSA: tryptic soy agar; PALCAM: polymyxin B–acriflavin–lithium
chloride–ceftazimide–aesculin–mannitol agar; BHIA: brain heart infusion agar;
BLEA: buffered Listeria enrichment agar; LRA: Listeria repair agar.

Optical scattering technology has been used for identification
of bacterial cells in suspension but with limited success due to
the problems associated with arrangement of the cells and their
orientation (Bronk et al., 2001). To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first study where a complete system comprising of a
simple light-scattering instrument and efficient identification of
bacterial species on a solid nutrient agar surface in conjunction
with a reliable and efficient classification tool has been demonstrated.
Our initial exploratory analysis with colonies of L. monocytogenes, L. innocua, L. ivanovii, and E. coli provided remarkably
distinct scattering patterns (Guo, 2004). Because of the system’s
undisputed ability to generate such distinct patterns even for
closely related Listeria species, we decided to concentrate only
on Listeria and we examined 108 different strains belonging to
all the six species. Furthermore, colonies from four cultures were
examined by light-scattering method in a blind test and each culture was successfully identified by unaided visual comparison
of the scatter images (data not shown).
In order to demonstrate the different features observed in the
scattering patterns, we selected one strain of L. monocytogenes

P.P. Banada et al. / Biosensors and Bioelectronics 22 (2007) 1664–1671
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some features were combined into a new one for data reduction
was performed using principal component analysis.
In our experiments, there were about 9–20 images per strain,
and the original feature vector was made up of 120 Zernike
moment invariants. This is a typical example of the ‘curse of
dimensionality’. Therefore, a stepwise discriminant analysis
(SDA) (Huang et al., 2003) would reduce the dimensionality
problem from the feature-extraction point of view. Additionally, more features might improve our differentiation capability.
New concepts such as Haralick texture features (Haralick et al.,
1973; Haralick and Shapiro, 1992) and discrete radial Chebyshev moment invariants (Mukundan et al., 2001; Mukundan,
2004) which have no discretization errors as Zernike moments
do, were examined owing to their potential applicability and the
results will be published elsewhere.
Thus, the biosensing method developed in the present study
is rapid, simple, reagent-less, non-invasive, and sensitive for
the identification of bacteria growing on the agar surfaces. It
overcomes the problems related to the detection and differentiation of live/dead bacteria which often is a problem with DNA
or antibody-based detection systems. The system identifies the
bacteria in minutes (5–10 min) compared to the hours (∼4–6 h)
required by other rapid detection systems.
5. Conclusions
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as a representative model. Using the confocal image in classical
diffraction theory, we could generate simulative models of scattering patterns by changing the radius of curvature. Diffraction
theory is a very efficient tool for modeling complex biological
images. It has been used to modulate color formation in coronas
(Gedzelman and Lock, 2003). The airy ring pattern from a circular aperture is a basic characteristic of diffraction phenomena. It
has been considered for plane wave (Hecht, 2002) and Gaussian
beam propagation (Nourrit et al., 2001). When millions of bacterial cells form a colony of known size, they form a ‘biological
aperture’ or ‘biological lens’ with different transmission coefficients for the agar and the colony. However, their physical shape
such as radius of curvature deviates severely from perfect lens
system, which is still possible to model with phase modulation.
In the confocal microscopy image, there are two different distinct areas—circular core and outer annulus. The dimmer rings
are caused by the overall circular shape of bacterial colony and
the brighter ring in the center believed to be caused by the two
different effective focal length which is a function of radii of
curvature and refractive index. In addition, we observed a randomly distributed internal structures pointing in outward radial
direction which believed to contribute to the scattering as shown
in the diffraction calculation. From the diffraction theory, when
one-dimensional rectangular aperture is impinged with plane
wave, the diffracted wave creates a sin c function (sin(x)/x) which
is perpendicular to the longitudinal dimension of the rectangular aperture in the object plane (Hecht, 2002). We observed the
same kind of sin c function intensity modulation in the azimuthal
direction since the internal structures were placed in this direction. When this was modeled in the phase modulation part of
the integration, we could create radial spokes as in the experimental scattering pattern. A similar effect was reported in the
field of telescope optics (Salzman et al., 1982; Richter, 1984) or
modulating optical vortices (Curtis and Grier, 2003). However,
this application is believed to be the first attempt to apply these
functions to biological scattering.
The ultimate goal of this study is to develop a complete system
which could be automated with a built-in scatter image database
for detection of bacterial colonies growing on semi-solid agar.
Therefore, an algorithm was developed where a number of available features were used to adequately represent the patterns in
scattering images for distinctive identification. The features are
scalar numbers that can be regarded as compact and multiscale
object descriptors. Appropriate selection of features for efficient
pattern recognition was one of the key factors for the overall success of the process. Features like area, perimeter, and Fourier
descriptors (Kim et al., 2002) were too simplistic for the biological images. Therefore, more sophisticated features like Zernike
moment invariants were chosen. Moment invariants are scalar
values that do not change under affine transformations (when the
image is rotated, translated, scaled, and reflected, etc.). Since
moments are defined in a continuous domain, moment values
are expected to have discretization errors when used in a discrete
image domain (Teh and Chin, 1986; Liao and Pawlak, 1998). In
our experiments, we chose to use up to the 20th-order Zernike
moments in order to include as many characteristics (both coarse
and fine) of the patterns as possible. Recombination in which
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Here, we have demonstrated for the first time, a fast, reliable, non-invasive, sensitive and specific method to differentiate
Listeria colonies of different species with 91–100% accuracy
using a reproducible forward light-scattering scheme and novel
image analysis tool. We are currently in the process of acquiring scattering images of several foodborne organisms including
Salmonella enterica, E. coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Enterococcus faecalis, and species of Enterobacter, Vibrio, Aeromonas and
Bacillus, which have shown very distinct patterns in our initial
steps. We envision the scatterometer will have wide spread application in detection and identification of pathogens not only from
food but also from clinical, environment, water, or air samples.
The observed high specificity, sensitivity and simplicity of the
instrument contribute towards a better identification and classification system.
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